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Mr. Patterson: Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, this being my first appearance before the Commission, may I, at the outset, express the esteem that I have
as a citizen for the Securities and Exchange Commission
and for the very important work in the national interest
which the Commission is carrying on and has carried on for
nearly two decades, giving a feeling of trust and confidence
to the investors of the nation in the interest of truth in
corporate financing and in public offerings, and pursuing
that not only at the inception but down through the history
and the career of securities after they are brought out. I t
is a wholesome work, clearly to the advantage of the citizens
of the nation.
I wanted a chance to express my high regard and esteem
for the work that is being conducted.
We are here this morning in a proceeding to determine
whether Haskins & Sells, a firm of accountants, and Andrew
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Stewart, a partner of the firm, should be disqualified from
practice before this Commission.

In 1947, Thomascolor, Incorporated, filed with the
Commission a registration statement covering a proposed
public offering of its stock. Included in the registration
statement were financial statements certified by Haskins
& Sells, financial statements covering Thomascolor, Inc.,
the registrant, and three predecessor companies.
A stop order proceeding was instituted by the Commission, hearings held, extensive amendments made by the
registrant, Thomascolor, Inc., and the proceeding was
finally dismissed by the Commission in view of the extensive
amendments made in the registration statement, and an
opinion written. No securities were sold, however, of
Thomascolor, Inc., with the exception of some 200 shares,
a trivial amount.
Six months later this proceeding was commenced as a
consequence of the Thomascolor, Inc., proceeding.
I n May 1948, an initiating order of the Commission
directed to Haskins & Sells came out. That order was
issued in view of the Commission's Rules of Practice, Rule
II(e). That is rather fundamental in the case, and with
the Commission's leave, I will read it as it appears in the
Office Brief, Page 81.
Rule II(e) of the Rules of Practice:
" T h e Commission may disqualify, and deny,
temporarily or permanently, the privilege of appearing or practicing before it in any way to any person
who is found by the Commission after hearing in the
matter (1) not to possess the requisite qualifications
to represent others; or (2) to be lacking in character
or integrity or to have engaged in unethical or
improper professional conduct."
The order initiating the proceedings stated that information tended to show that the financial statements as
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certified by Haskins & Sells were misleading (and specifications or particularizations under that general charge were
stated in the order), and that the information also tended
to prove a basis or tended to show a basis of unethical or
improper professional conduct for disqualification of
Haskins & Sells to practice before the Commission.
Hearings were held on that, very extensive hearings.
Some 2,900 pages of testimony were taken. Three experts
in the field of accounting, men in the front rank of the profession, were summoned as witnesses by the Respondents,
Haskins & Sells and Andrew Stewart, and testified. Numerous exhibits were offered. Decision or opinion by the
Hearing Officer was dispensed with by order of the Commission. Each party filed lengthy briefs.
We apologize for the length of our brief and reply brief.
We are sorry that the matter required such a lengthy
briefing, but we could not dispose of the issues or state our
views on the issues in any shorter space. We regret the
length of them and the burden thereby placed upon the
members of the Commission.
So we are here on this case, the issue being: Should
Haskins & Sells and Andrew Stewart be disqualified from
practice before this Commission?

FACTS
A word on Haskins & Sells from the facts in the record.
The firm is a firm of public accountants. They have had
a career of fifty-five years, the firm having been started in
1895. There are ninety-three partners and a thousand
employees. The firm has twenty-eight offices scattered
over the United States. I t has had extensive practice,
broad practice before the Commission.
Andrew Stewart is one of the senior partners. He is
named particularly in the proceedings because he was the
partner in charge of preparing the financial statements in
Thomascolor, Inc. He has had forty-three y e a r s ' experience in the accounting field. He has held prominent posts
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in the American Institute of Accountants. He has been
president of the New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants.
In the late war he was a colonel in the Army. He had
the important post of Deputy Director of the Fiscal
Division of the War Department.
If the Commission will bear with me on a personal
reference, it was at that time that I first became acquainted
with Andrew Stewart. I was in the W a r Department at
the time, and our work threw us together. We had continuous contacts. I can say from my personal knowledge
that he served with scrupulous integrity in a post of extraordinary responsibility. His career with the Army was one
of marked fidelity and distinction which was recognized
officially by the War Department.
So far as Haskins & Sells are concerned, this case was
originated and started on May 1, 1947. A partner in Haskins & Sells, Mr. Bell, received a telephone call from Mr.
Merrill Manning, a partner in the firm of Cadwalader,
Wickersham & Taft, lawyers in New York, lawyers that
had worked for Haskins & Sells and for whom in turn
Haskins & Sells had done accounting services.
As the result of that telephone talk, Mr. Bell asked Mr.
Stewart to attend a meeting that day in the office of Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft in connection with a registration statement. Mr. Stewart repaired to the Cadwalader,
Wickersham & Taft office and met there Mr. Cornelius
Wickersham, J r . and Mr. Manning, who were partners in
the firm, also Mr. Pierson and Mr. Hedrick, lawyers in
Washington, with the firm of Pierson and Ball, and Mr.
Richard Thomas, President of Thomascolor, Inc. The
lawyers and Mr. Thomas explained that they were interested in bringing out an offering of securities of Thomascolor, Inc., and wanted the firm of Haskins & Sells to do
the accounting work in connection with that matter.
The talk lasted some little time, Mr. Pierson doing most
of the talking, but the others joining in as well, and Haskins & Sells took the engagement to do the accounting work
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in connection with Thomascolor, Inc., and the registration
statement.
A word, if I may, on the Cadwalader, Wickersham and
Taft office through whom Haskins & Sells were introduced
to this matter.
I went to New York as a young man to practice law
thirty-five years ago. At that time, the firm of Cadwalader,
Wickersham & Taft was in the front rank, which it still
is, of New York law firms. It was headed by George W.
Wickersham, late Attorney General of the United States,
and by Mr. Henry W. Taft, a brother of William H. Taft,
both now deceased.

Richard Thomas, who was president of Thomascolor,
Inc., and who was present at that conference at the Cadwalader office on May 1, 1947, was an inventor from California. He had devised improvements or alleged improvements in color photography following a process known as
the "additive process," involving the use of prisms in the
lenses. I am not going to pretend for a moment that I have
any knowledge of my own in that field. But I understand
that the practice pursued in industry and commerce now is
called the "subtractive process", making uses of dyes in
the films themselves.
In any event, in the 1930's, Richard Thomas was pursuing these processes, and he had filed applications for
patents and taken out patents with the Patent Office covering his preferred plan.
Considerable development work had been carried on in
the 1930's. To help in the financing of that development
work, he had sold undivided interests in his inventions to
quite a number of people who would put up cash to finance
this development work.
The times came when he organized a corporation, and
this may be the first chapter—I think there are four, but I
will just call this the first for convenience. That was the
organization of Thomascolor Corporation, a Nevada cor-
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poration. I will refer to it in the future as the Nevada
Corporation, because the names may be a little confusing.
That Nevada Corporation was formed by Thomas in
1940 as a patent holding corporation. It never had a very
active existence. Thomas transferred to that corporation
some five patents or applications for patents which later
resulted in patents, and he took the majority of the stock,
some 725 shares out of 980, I believe. Minority interests
in the stock of the Nevada Corporation were issued, some
13 per cent to William J. Bryan, Jr., for legal services
that he had rendered Thomas in the preceding years, and
some 12½ per cent to these persons who owned undivided
interests in the patents by reason of cash advances they
had made to Thomas.
The papers show, or tend to show, that those persons
who had the 12½ per cent interest, and there were quite a
number of them, had advanced some $115,000 to Thomas
prior to the organization of the Nevada Corporation. I t
is only fair to say that the Nevada Corporation had book
assets, however, of only $39,000, that being principally the
five patents that had been transferred to it by Thomas and
his associates, the persons who owned the undivided interest
prior to the organization of that corporation.
Chairman McDonald: Was this money advanced absorbed by Thomas himself or was that used for development
purposes?
Mr. Patterson: For development purposes, trying to
develop the patents, although Thomas, as an inventor, did
not have the habit of keeping a thorough set of books. That
seems to be characteristic and habitual of inventors.
The Nevada Corporation issued a license to Thomas, a
patent license agreement, to further develop the inventions
and carry them forward into industrial and commercial
practice. There was a good deal of litigation that came up
among the stockholders resulting in the loss of control, for
the time being at any rate, on the p a r t of Thomas, so far
as the Nevada company was concerned. The record in those
years of the Nevada corporation was one of litigating
effort inside the company.
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Commissioner McEntire: "When was the Nevada corporation created?
Mr. Patterson: I n 1940. I t was merely a patent holding corporation and did not have an active career.
In 1943, Thomas met a man named Street, of Oakland,
California, and he and Street caused to be organized a California corporation, the Richard Thomas Enterprises, Inc.
Throughout my talk I will refer to it as the "California
corporation" in distinction from the Nevada corporation.
That corporation had an authorized capital structure
of some one million shares of $5 par value each. It made
an application in 1943 to the California Commissioner of
Corporations and an amended application for permission
to issue securities and sell securities. Those applications
were withdrawn, and I will refer to them no further unless
the Commission would inquire further about them, because
they were futile, and abandoned.
In the meantime, early in 1944, the Nevada corporation
issued a patent license agreement to Street, one of the
incorporators of the California corporation, a patent license
agreement to prosecute and further develop the patents
held by the Nevada corporation, patents that had originated with Thomas. I think we are on common ground
when I say that the patent license agreement ran to Street
but was also for the benefit of Thomas, and had in mind
the assignment of the patent license agreement to the
California corporation.
The terms of the license agreement itself reflect that.
I come to a fairly important point. I think now the
most important point, as we see it, bearing upon the issues
in this case was this: in February 1944, the California
corporation made formal application to the California
Commissioner of Corporations for leave to issue and sell
to the public 50,000 shares of its stock at $5 a share, and
for leave to issue 50,000 shares of its stock at $5 a share
to Thomas, Street, and two men named Southcott and
Nigh, in consideration of the assignment to the California
corporation of the patent license agreement from the
Nevada company. In the words of the application bear-
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ing upon leave to issue the 50,000 shares to Thomas, Street,
Southcott and Nigh, it said that they were to be issued,
and I am quoting, " i n exchange for the assignment of the
license agreement." That was written on the face of the
application, and on that application, to which a copy of
the license agreement was attached, the California Commissioner of Corporations issued a permit. I call it the
" f i r s t " permit, because there was a later permit that came
along a year later.
That first permit issued in February 1944 was a permit to the California corporation to sell 50,000 shares of
par value of $5 to the public and was an authorization to
the corporation to issue another 50,000 shares to Thomas,
Street, Southcott and Nigh in consideration, and this is
in the very words of the permit, " a s partial consideration
for the transfer first to be made to the applicant of the
license agreement herein referred t o . "
Chairman McDonald: The applicant being the California corporation?
Mr. Patterson: The California corporation.
The permit provided, and this is important, too, that
that stock to be issued to those four men in consideration
of the assignment of the patent license agreement should
be placed in escrow subject to further order of the California Commissioner and required an agreement, so long
as it was in escrow, that it should receive nothing on
liquidation of the corporation until the cash stockholders
had been paid in full, also that that stock should receive
nothing by way of dividends until the dividends to be paid
to the cash stockholders should equal the amount of their
investment, $5, in other words, for each share of stock.
Chairman McDonald: Did it then share pari passu
with the other stock?
Mr. Patterson: After that, after they had received
Chairman McDonald: —$5 in dividends?
Mr. Patterson: Yes, sir.
You might almost say that the other stock was preferred stock and this was common stock, although that
would not be strictly accurate. They were all shares of
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the same stock. But these conditions were imposed by the
California Commissioner, that the stock must be held in
escrow pending his further order and that while the escrow
lasted there should be nothing paid on this stock either
on liquidation or dividends until the cash subscribers had
received back their full investment.
The 50,000 shares authorized to be sold to the public
were sold to the public, and the 50,000 shares were issued
to Thomas, Street, Southcott and Nigh in accordance with
the terms of that permit of February 1944.
The time came a year later in 1945 when the California
corporation applied for a second permit to issue more
stock, just the same as it had applied in 1944 for the first
permit. That application was for leave to sell 274,000
additional shares to the public at $5 par value and to issue
274,000 shares more, in consideration of the assignment
of the patent license agreement, to Thomas, Street, Southcott, and Nigh.
The Commissioner went half-way on that application.
He cut the amounts in half in each category and the second
permit, which was dated in May 1945, was that the California company might sell 137,000 shares to the public and
might issue 137,000 more shares to Thomas, Street, Southcott and Nigh, subject to the same escrow, the same waiver
of receipts on liquidation and dividends as in the first
permit.
That stock also was sold to the public and the corresponding shares issued to the four individuals. Some 2,000
persons in California bought for cash those shares to be
sold for cash by the California company.
Now, the result in the California corporation was this.
As a result of the two permits, 187,000 shares had been
issued and sold to the public, 50,000 and then 137,000; and
187,000 shares, first 50,000 and then 137,000, had been
issued in escrow, not outright, to Thomas, Street, Southcott and Nigh, in exchange for the patent license agreement from the Nevada company.
The interests of those four men in those shares of stock
were these: Thomas had 133,990 shares, roughly 75 per
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cent or thereabouts; Street had 47,400 shares; the amounts
for Southcott and Nigh were trivial, 3,740 for Southcott and
half that amount, 1,870 for Nigh. The bulk of that stock
was held by Thomas and by Street.
The California corporation being the second chapter,
the third chapter concerns the so-called Scientific Development Company, which was a limited partnership, not a
corporation at all, but a limited partnership under the
laws of California. It was formed in 1945. I t was formed
to develop three inventions or alleged inventions by Thomas
in aerial photography, not color photography, but aerial
photography, photography taken from airplanes. Of the interest in that partnership, Thomas took 65 per cent. It later
was reduced to 60 per cent. The assignees of the special
partners took 35 per cent. Later it went up to 40 per cent.
At the times that are important in this case, those other
interests were held by some six individuals in California
for which they had put up $50,000 in cash to develop those
inventions in aerial photography.
I believe I am correct in saying that the patent applications had been filed but had not been issued. Is that not
right ?
Mr. Cohen: I think so.
Mr. Patterson: That brings me down to the fourth
chapter, which is the Delaware Company, the Delaware
company that made the registration statement, Thomascolor, Inc. It was incorporated in 1946 but was inactive for
about a year. Its authorized capital was 4,000,000 shares
of Class A common $5 par value, and 100,000 shares of
Class B, no par value.
Through Mr. Carl Haverlin, who was president of
Broadcast Music, Inc., and vice president of the Mutual
Broadcasting System, Thomas met the law firm in Washington of Pierson & Ball, a prominent firm in this city,
and through Pierson & Ball, Thomas met Cadwalader,
Wickersham and Taft in New York, and the lawyers, all
for Thomas, outlined the plan whereby the Delaware company should take over the assets of those three companies:
the Nevada company, the California company, and this
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Scientific Development Company which was strictly a
limited partnership, to take over all of their assets and
prosecute the work in development and reduction to industrial and commercial use of these inventions in color
photography and in aerial photography.
It was in that connection that on May 1, 1947, Haskins
& Sells were engaged to do the accounting work. So now
I am back again to the point at the beginning.
That plan was carried out by the lawyers and by Thomas
in May and June of 1947. That is the acquisition by the
Delaware company of all the assets of those three concerns,
and also one interest that Thomas had personally in an
invention or alleged invention bearing on television. That
part is a very minor part in this picture, the part played
by Thomas in connection with that television matter.
On May 6, the Delaware company having issued to
Thomas 200 shares of Class A stock for $1,000 cash, acquired from Thomas (in what is called a basket transaction)
all his holdings of stock in the Nevada company, at that
time some 707½ shares, all his interest in the Scientific
Development Company or partnership, at that time 60 per
cent, and his television device; all of those in exchange for
the issuance of 56,800 shares of the Class A stock and
100,000 shares of Class B stock, the entire class B stock
at the stated value of $10,000. The two added up together,
so far as par and stated value is concerned in the Delaware
company, to $294,000 in stock, that being the amount that
Thomas claimed was his cost of these interests in the
predecessor companies and in the television matter.
Chairman McDonald: His cost!
Mr. Patterson: That is what he said. It was never
proved as an exact matter, I will acknowledge, that he did
have that much in cost. As I said, he was the kind of man
who kept slips of papers here and slips of papers in his
hat and what not.
On May 20, that is some two weeks later, another step
in the acquisition of the assets of these preceding companies by the Delaware company was undertaken. The
Delaware company acquired 90 shares of the Nevada cor-
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poration stock from Street, Nigh, Haverlin, Southcott, and
it issued 9,000 shares of Class A stock for those minority
interests in the Nevada company. So then the Delaware
company had 81 per cent of the stock of the Nevada company, between what it had from Thomas and what it had
from these four individuals.
On the same day they acquired all assets of the Nevada
company. They acquired those for 100,000 shares of the
Class A stock. Among those assets were 81,000 shares of
the Delaware corporation stock. So it reacquired its own
stock to the extent of 81,000 shares.
On the same day, the Delaware company acquired the
remaining 40 per cent interest in the Scientific Development
Company from the six individuals—I do not think their
names are important, they play no other part in the case at
all—for 40,000 shares of the Class A stock of the Delaware
company, and that partnership was dissolved and all its
assets were taken over by the Delaware company.
Finally, on that same day, the Delaware company acquired all the assets of the California corporation for
374,000 shares of Class A stock, that amount being identical
with the number of shares outstanding of the California
corporation.
Chairman McDonald: $5 par stock?
Mr. Patterson: Yes, sir.
So that the California corporation then had 374,000
shares of the Delaware corporation as its sole asset, having
transferred to the Delaware corporation all assets with the
exception of $3,000 in cash which it held in its treasury.
And it was intended, of course, that the California corporation would be dissolved and would distribute the Delaware
shares, share for share, to the stockholders of the California company.
The final step in the acquisition of the assets of these
preceding companies was taken on June 12, some three or
four weeks later. On that day, the Delaware company
entered into an agreement with Thomas, Southcott, and
Nigh, three of the four men who held that stock that had
been escrowed in the California corporation by the Cali-
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fornia Commissioner of Corporations. Their holdings
amounted to 139,600 shares. The Delaware corporation
acquired their interests in those 139,600 shares subject to
the approval of the California Commissioner. It had to
be subject to his approval by the terms of the escrow agreement, because no transfer of these escrowed shares was permitted by the California permit to be made without approval of the California Commissioner.
Those 139,600 shares aggregated $698,000 in par value,
and for that the three individuals were to receive $3, in
other words nominal consideration, nothing substantial.
They made an agreement to give their shares to the Delaware corporation for $3, subject to the approval of the
California Commissioner.
It was hoped, of course, that they would get the approval, that further steps would be taken with the further
approval of the California Commissioner, so that ultimately,
it was hoped, the Delaware company would reacquire its
own stock that was held,—the equivalent amount—by the
California corporation.
I t is a little intricate, but I think if we follow it, step by
step, the clarity of it will develop.
We have a series of charts, not too many I hope, which
we thought would clarify the situation. This chart is a very
simple one. It merely shows the flow of the assets from
the companies, three of them, and then the television matter
is that narrow column at the right, the flow of assets from
those four entities into the Delaware corporation. The
size of the blocks is measured, roughly at any rate, by the
number of shares of $5 par value stock of the Delaware
corporation that were issued in order to acquire the assets
in those four categories.
Now, with respect to the work done by Haskins & Sells.
The books and records and affairs of the California company
and the Nevada company and of Scientific Development
Company were done by the California offices of Haskins &
Sells, because those companies' activities had been solely
on the West Coast. The work of the California offices of
Haskins & Sells was reviewed in the main office in New
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York, which office in New York also did the work in connection with the Delaware company. And Haskins & Sells
worked quite closely with the lawyers who were acting for
Thomascolor, Inc., the Delaware company, the firm of
Pierson & Ball, and the firm of Cadwalader, Wickersham
& Taft.
Haskins & Sells made draft journal entries, discussed
them with the lawyers. They made draft financial statements for the Delaware company, and discussed those with
the lawyers. And the time came in August 1947 when Haskins & Sells signed certified balance sheets for the Delaware
company and for the three predecessor concerns, balance
sheets to be incorporated in the registration statement to
be filed with the Commission.
A stop order proceeding was started by the Commission in the Delaware corporation matter, and numerous
amendments were made to the narrative portions of the
registration statement and also to the financial statements
in the registration statement, resulting in the opinion of
the Commission issued in November of 1947 to which I
made reference at the outset.
This proceeding, as I have already said, directed at
Haskins & Sells and Andrew Stewart, was commenced
some six months later, in May 1948, to determine whether
the balance sheets certified by Haskins & Sells were misleading and also to determine whether basis existed for
disqualifying Haskins & Sells and Andrew Stewart for
practice before this Commission within the scope of Rule
I I (e) of the Commission's Rules of Practice.
Now, that is a bare outline, may it please the Commission, of the underlying facts and circumstances that bring
us here today; no more than a bare outline, because, as I
said at the outset, we had 2,900 pages of testimony in
hearings before the Hearing Officer, and numerous and
voluminous exhibits. The facts were very voluminous. I
have not touched on all of them, not by any means.
I will take up certain further facts, though, in connection with my argument, facts in detail, facts that I
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deem are governing and controlling facts on the issues before the Commission today.
I heard a lawyer say once that there was no democracy
in facts, that some facts were more important than others.
I think the soundness of that observation will be apparent
to the Commission as we delve into this matter.
I invite the attention of the Chairman and members of
the Commission to the balance sheets. Mr. Stone will give
you the balance sheets certified by Haskins & Sells in
Thomascolor, Inc.
I
The first issue in this case, the first and foremost issue,
forms the basis of the first two specifications in the originating Order of May 1948, and it forms the first points
in the briefs presented to the Commission.
The first issue concerns the consideration given by the
California corporation in consideration for the issuance
of the 187,000 shares of stock to Thomas, Street, Southcott, and Nigh, stock having a par value of $935,000. Now,
Haskins & Sells, in the balance sheet of the California
company, treated those shares as issued in exchange for
the license agreement.
If you will turn to the balance sheet of the California
company on page 5, Richard Thomas Enterprises, Inc.,
which was the name of the California company, and run
down the line in assets, the sixth item, it r e a d s : "License
Agreement, Note 3, $935,000."
The question on this first issue is t h i s : On the accounting evidence available to Haskins & Sells, actually available to them, and evidence that with the exercise of due
care on their part would have been available to them, was
their interpretation correct, was their interpretation
proper, in saying that the consideration for the $935,000
in par value stock of the California company was the
license agreement?
Our friends on the other side contend that the real
consideration for those shares of stock was promotion
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services, promotion services rendered in forming and
promoting the California company.
We say that the issue is not exactly that. The issue
is whether on the accounting evidence available, or that
which should have been available to Haskins & Sells in
doing their work, were they warranted in drawing the
interpretation that that stock should be treated as if
issued for the patent license agreement from the Nevada
company?
There was, we submit, evidence of the strongest,
weightiest character before Haskins & Sells leading them
to the conclusion and opinion that the stock was issued
by the California company to those four individuals in
consideration of the assignment to the California company
of the patent license agreement, that patent license agreement that came from the Nevada company and stood in the
name of Street, which Street assigned to the California
company.
What were those pieces of evidence? In the first place,
the two permits issued by the California Commissioner
under the California law. Those permits were indispensable, they were the originating authority for the very
issuance of the 187,000 shares in question. Without those
permits, those shares could not have been issued. What
was the language of the permits, both of them? Their
language was unequivocal, there can not be the slightest
doubt as to the meaning of the language used by the California Commissioner. This is from the permit of the
California Commissioner:
"Whenever and as often as a share or shares of
its capital stock are sold and issued pursuant to issuance paragraph 1 hereof, [that was the one that covered the right to sell to the public] to issue a certificate
or certificates evidencing a like number of shares to
any or all of the following named persons: Street,
Thomas, Southcott, and Nigh, not exceeding in the
aggregate to any or all of them hereunder, 50,000 shares
of its capital stock, as partial consideration for the
transfer first to be made to the applicant of the license
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agreement herein referred to as recited in said application, subject to the right to receive additional shares
as full and final consideration therefor when and as
authorized by the Commissioner of Corporations so
to d o . "
That, may it please the Commission, was an official
determination by the appropriate authority of the State
of California, stamping and labeling these shares as shares
issued in consideration of the assignment of the patent
license agreement to the California company.
But that is not all. I mentioned a moment ago pieces
of evidence. This was an extremely important piece of
evidence. But there was plenty of other evidence pointing
to the same conclusion.
The California Commissioner required that in these
subscription agreements of the persons who were to buy
the 50,000 shares of stock, the public generally, that the
language of the permit, including that phrase, be placed
right on the subscription agreements.
We have plenty of other evidence which pointed, so far
as Haskins & Sells could see, to the patent license agreement as the consideration for the issuance of those shares
aggregating $935,000 in par value.
At the very first conference that Stewart had with the
lawyers and Thomas on May 1, he was told, and they were
all present, that the consideration for the issuance of those
shares was the license agreement. That fact does not
rest simply on the memory of Stewart. In saying that it
does, our friends have overlooked the engagement memorandum made by Stewart at the very inception. That is in
evidence as Exhibit CX 6, and it is dated May 6, five days
after the first initial conference. That is an engagement
memorandum giving Stewart's initial impression as to
what he was told by Thomas, Wickersham, Manning,
Pierson and Hedrick, the lawyers.
Quoting now from the engagement memorandum, it
said that the shares in question had been issued " t o Richard
Thomas and Associates in consideration of the assignment
of the patent license agreement."
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The books of the California corporation which were
examined by the California offices of Haskins & Sells,
showed the same thing. The general ledger of the California
company carried this caption, "Cost By Stock, License
Agreement.''
Now those books had been audited by a reputable firm
of California accountants, Sargent & Company, Oakland,
California. Their reports were in evidence, reports of their
work, and their reports regularly carried this item as an
asset of "cost by stock, license agreement."
The draft registration statement of the Delaware company for submission to the Commission in the registration
proceeding, prepared by the lawyers, Cadwalader, Wickersham and Taft, and the Pierson firm, in the narrative portion of the registration statement as submitted in advance
to Haskins & Sells, carried it that same way, too, showing
that the opinion of the lawyers in the matter was very
clear that the consideration for those shares was the exchange of the patent license agreement.
That appears on page 31 of our main brief. This is
from the lawyers. They say, as shown at the foot of that
page, page 3 1 :
" T h e California corporation entered into an agreement on February 8,1944 with E. C. Street whereby he
assigned the patent license agreement from the Nevada
corporation to the California corporation in consideration of (1) the California corporation's obtaining a
permit to issue 50,000 shares of its capital stock of $5
per share to net it $200,000 after payment of a 20 per
cent selling commission, and (2) the issuing to E. C.
Street, Richard Thomas, Fleetwood Southcott, J r . and
Omer Nigh, * * * an equal number of shares, i.e.,
50,000."
Showing it to be a clear opinion of counsel, reputable and
eminent counsel, that the consideration for the issuance of
those 50,000 shares, and similarly as to the 137,000 shares
covered by the second permit, was the assignment of the
patent license agreement.
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"We have a chart that we have prepared for the convenience of the Commission which shows the items of evidence before Haskins & Sells, bringing about their opinion
that the consideration for the issuance of the $935,000 par
value California corporation stock was the patent license
agreement. They are arranged in sequence as they came
to the notice of Haskins & Sells in the course of their
work.
One is the statement of Thomas and the attorneys at
the May 1 conference, covered by testimony of Stewart and
also by the engagement memorandum, CX 6.
Second, books of accounts and minutes of the California
corporation. There are some five items listed there.
Third, the audit report of Sargent & Company, accountants.
Fourth, applications for permits.
Fifth, the permits themselves, first and second.
I discussed those first, may it please the Commission,
because I viewed those permits as unusual evidence, evidence of an unusually weighty character, coming as they did
from the official of the State of California charged with the
duty in these matters.
The sixth is the subscription forms required by the
California Commissioner.
The seventh is verification of cash receipts for stock
sold and compliance with permit conditions, also required
by the California Commissioner.
The eighth is the approval by Thomas and the attorneys
of the draft journal entries prepared in advance by Haskins & Sells—just the draft journal entries, not the final
ones.
Nine, approval by Thomas, Street, and the lawyers of
draft financial statements, the draft financial statements
identical with the statements incorporated in the registration statement.
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And ten, the conclusion of the attorneys as set forth
in draft and the original registration statements, the draft
statement having been submitted by the attorneys to Haskins & Sells in advance, I believe submitted in June, whereas
their final certificate came down in August.
Chairman McDonald: May I ask a question?
Going over to No. 3, there, the audit of Sargent & Company, Haskins & Sells prepared the original setup, did they
not, for the California company?
Mr. Patterson: No, they had no connection with the
California company, Mr. Chairman, until after May 1.
Sargent & Company had done all of the auditing and accounting work for the California corporation down to that
time, say, 1944, 1945, and 1946. Item 3 there refers to the
audit report. I think it should be plural, " r e p o r t s , " because there are several of them of Sargent & Company in
connection with the California company.

Now, the argument is made by our friends on the
other side that notwithstanding all that, other papers
came to the attention of Haskins & Sells that might have
indicated that the true consideration for the issuance of
those shares of stock whose par value amounted to $935,000
was promotion services, and I will develop as briefly as
possible, but I hope adequately, what those other papers
were and what they contained.
In the first place, several papers including the application for the permits of California Commission used the
expression "promotion stock," the words "promotion
stock." And from the use of those words the argument
of our friends is that that means stock issued for promotion services.
There are two answers to that contention, each one of
them, in our opinion, thoroughly adequate. In the first
place, in California the term "promotion stock" is a perfectly familiar one fixed by California law. If the Chairman and members of the Commission will turn to page

(5)

PERMITS
First Permit February 17, 1944 (RX 5)
Second Permit May 8, 1945 (RX 8)

(4) APPLICATIONS FOR PERMITS
(CX 60-63)

(3) AUDIT REPORT OF SARGENT AND CO.
(RX 18)

(10)

CONCLUSION OF THE ATTORNEYS
as set forth in Draft and Original Registration
Statements (RX 45-B, CX 1)

(9) APPROVAL BY THOMAS, STREET AND THE
ATTORNEYS OF DRAFT FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
(RX 44, CX 4, 36; T 155, 204, 2069-70)

for the Delaware Corporation
(CX 28, 4, T 2070)

(8) APPROVAL BY THOMAS AND THE ATTORNEYS
OF DRAFT JOURNAL ENTRIES

(7) VERIFICATION OF CASH RECEIPTS FOR STOCK
SOLD AND COMPLIANCE WITH PERMIT
CONDITIONS
(CX 10)

(2) BOOKS OF ACCOUNT AND MINUTES OF
CALIFORNIA CORPORATION
General Ledger Trial Balance (CX 50)
General Ledger Assembly Sheet (CX 11)
General Ledger Account No. 80
"Cost by Stock—License Agreement" (RX 11)
Journal Entries (RX 37)
Corporate Minutes (CX 51, 62)

SUBSCRIPTION FORMS
With Permit Printed in Full Thereon (RX 5, 8)

(6)

(1) STATEMENTS OF THOMAS AND THE ATTORNEYS
at May 1, 1947 Meeting (CX 6)

THE ACCOUNTING EVIDENCE RELIED ON BY RESPONDENTS,
PROVING THAT THE CONSIDERATION FOR 187,000 SHARES (PAR VALUE $935,000)
ISSUED BY CALIFORNIA CORPORATION WAS THE LICENSE AGREEMENT
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12 of Respondents' reply brief, you will find the passage
quoted there from the California Administrative Code,
Section 368. I t reads as follows:
"Securities
copyrights or
has not been
Commissioner,

issued for services rendered, patents,
other intangibles, the value of which
established to the satisfaction of the
will be treated as promotion. * * * "

Chairman McDonald: What page number is that in
your reply brief?
Mr. Patterson: Page 12. May I read it again? This
is California law. I t says:
"Securities
copyrights or
has not been
Commissioner,

issued for services rendered, patents,
other intangibles, the value of which
established to the satisfaction of the
will be treated as promotion. * * * "

It is perfectly plain, then, under California law, that
while stock issued for promotion services is promotion
stock, so also stock issued, as the law says, for patents,
copyrights, or other intangibles is also promotion stock.
Chairman McDonald: Unless the Commissioner should
decide otherwise?
Mr. Patterson: Yes, sir. He is required to treat it
as promotion stock under the law. In California, if I
owned the copyright of General Eisenhower's book and
transferred it to a California corporation in exchange
for stock of the California corporation, that stock I got
would be "promotion stock," squarely within the meaning
of the California law. If I owned the most valuable and
basic television patent in the business and I transferred
that patent, or if I had a patent license agreement covering it and I transferred the patent license agreement, I
submit, to a California corporation and got stock of the
California corporation in exchange for that patent or
patent license agreement, that stock in my hands would
be known and treated under California law as "promotion
stock.''
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So that there is nothing at all, as we see it, of force
in the contention that the words "promotion stock" imported or implied, or should have imported or implied, to
Haskins & Sells that the stock was issued in consideration
for promotion services.
We submit that in the briefs for the other side where
the terms are used interchangeably, no such interchange
is warranted when you consider the meaning which the
California law attaches to "promotion stock."
I said there was another answer as well. I think it is
equally conclusive. The fact is that in virtually every
instance where the term "promotion stock" is used in
any of the papers before Haskins & Sells in performing
their work the context shows beyond a shadow of a doubt
that it was used to mean the stock issued for the patent
license agreement. Over and over again the words are
used "promotion stock in exchange for the license agreement. ' '
We have as an appendix to our main brief (and I will
not pause on it now) about six or eight pages showing
that in virtually every place where the term "promotion
stock" was used in the papers—some of them are of very
minor importance—the words immediately preceding or
immediately following show that what the parties had in
mind and what they said was stock issued in exchange for
patent license agreement, removing all doubt as to what
they meant.
The very balance sheet we have been talking about
carries in a note, which is Note 3, the expression "promotion stock." The Commission will note that the second
sentence, Note 3, says " N o dividends may be paid or other
distribution made to holders of promotion stock." The
sentence above it says, " s h a r e s issued in accordance with
the terms of the license agreement."
We can see it no other way than that there was properly no significance whatsoever attached to those stray
expressions "promotion stock," which Haskins & Sells
themselves used in that statement, none at all as indicative
of the rendition of promotion services as being the true
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consideration for the issuance of the 187,000 shares of par
value, $935,000.
A second item that is noted by our friends on the other
side that they said should have caused some pause or some
doubt, something in the minds of the accountants, Haskins
& Sells, was the terms of the license agreement itself, the
license agreement from the Nevada company running to
Street, which Street assigned to the California corporation in exchange for these shares of stock. They say that
by the terms of the license agreement, the very words of
it, Street was obligated to assign it to the California corporation, so what business did they have issuing stock to
Mm for it? I have read the license agreement a dozen times.
As a lawyer, I can find nothing of a compulsive or compelling character requiring the license agreement to be
assigned to the California corporation.
There can not be the least doubt that it was contemplated
that it would be assigned, and it even provides if it is not
assigned within a period of ninety days (I believe it was)
it would be void. That is no compelling necessity to assignment or requirement, and clear proof of that is the action
of the California Commissioner who issued the permit and
he said in it, "in exchange for the assignment of the license
agreement.''
He knew what he was doing when he issued that paper,
he knew perfectly well, he had a copy of the license agreement before his very eyes; he knew there was no requirement that the license agreement be assigned free and gratis
from Street to the California company. Because if he had
known that or thought that, it would have clearly been a
fraud upon the public in California for him to have authorized the issuance of 50,000 shares of stock in exchange for
the assignment of the patent license agreement.
There are two more things that are called to our
notice by our friends as indicative, they say, of the consideration being given promotion services. They call attention to a minute in the meetings of the Board of Directors
of the California corporation in connection with the application for the first permit whereby a value of $250,000 on
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the patent license agreement was placed by the Board of
Directors, subject to the right to increase it later if experience and developments should warrant it. They say there
is no formal minute later on ever expressly raising that
$250,000 valuation.
The point, I take it, is purely technical, because the following year the same Board of Directors authorized the
second application to be made for a second permit to the
California Commissioner, and in that they asked for leave
to issue 274,000 additional shares as further consideration
for the patent license agreement. I n other words, they
were attempting to fix a value of $1,370,000 on that patent
license agreement by action of the same Board of Directors. So any possible merit in that argument clearly vanishes. That was a plain restatement of value which they
have reserved in their minutes the right to make.
Now, we come to one more paper available to Haskins
& Sells, which it is contended should have led them to the
opinion that the real consideration, despite that mass of
evidence, was the rendition of promotion services. That is
a memorandum of Pierson & Ball, the Washington lawyers.
The memorandum was made at an early stage in the study,
made at an early stage in the work, made in J a n u a r y 1947,
and in it there are several references to these 187,000
shares of stock of the California company, and in one place
Pierson & Ball made a memorandum that they were apparently issued in payment of organization and promotion.
I t was perfectly plain that at the time that Pierson & Ball
made that entry in the memorandum they had not seen the
permits. But, however that may be, that statement, a tentative opinion of these lawyers in Washington, Pierson &
Ball, was clearly contradicted by their later statements and
by their later conduct.
There is a later memorandum in Pierson's files, a
memorandum dated April 1947, some three months later,
where he says, and that is in our reply brief at page 21,
" F i r s t , the corporation issued 187,000 shares of $5 par
value stock for the patent license agreements."
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At the May 1 conference in the Cadwalader office, Pierson was present. He either said or heard some one else say
to Stewart that those 187,000 shares were issued (as Stewa r t ' s engagement memorandum written five days later
plainly shows) in consideration of the assignment of the
patent license agreement. And Pierson also participated
in the drafting of the registration statement. Whether it
Was the product primarily of the Cadwalader office or of his
office, I can not say, but both firms participated in the work
and in that draft registration statement and in the final
statement, the draft registration statement, however, being
the one shown to Haskins & Sells, it was plainly stated
that the assignment of the patent license agreement was
in consideration of the 187,000 shares of stock.
So we say that these matters singly or taken together
were utterly trivial. Some of them had no significance
whatsoever as importing the idea that the consideration
for the stock was the rendition of promotion services, such
as, as I said, the use of the term of "promotion stock."
The others were utterly trivial against the overwhelming
mass of evidence Haskins & Sells had seen and studied,
indicative of the fact that the consideration for issuance
of those shares was the patent license agreement.

The brief of the other side, however, refers to two or
three other matters, matters never seen by Haskins &
Sells, never examined by them, not forming a part of the
records of the Nevada corporation whose matters they
were reporting on, particularly to a memorandum from
Thomas to Pierson in which Thomas said he was putting
his stock down at a nominal value of $1, or some such
thing as that, and also an agreement between Thomas,
Street, and two others, in February 1944, as to a division
of the 50,000 shares, the 50,000 shares they had at that
time, among them.
As I say, those papers were never seen by Haskins
& Sells. I t might have been fairer and better if that
fact had been pointed out in the opposing briefs when the
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existence of those papers was mentioned and argued from.
Haskins & Sells never saw them and there was no reason
why they should see them.
There are also several points in the brief on the other
side, reference to exhibits stricken from the record, Exhibits 109 and 110 stricken from the record, without any
acknowledgment by our friends, a careless omission, of
course, but without any acknowledgment of the fact that
they were so stricken from the record. Now they say they
should not have been stricken from the record; but let
the Commission judge that. They ought to be made aware,
in my humble opinion, of the fact that in the record as it
stands, those two exhibits are not before the Commission.
Due to matters of that sort, the original brief and
reply brief, too, of our friends on the other side, do not
form a safe guide to the Commission, do not form a safe
guide to the Commission of the contents of the record.
The briefs contain what we are compelled to regard as
distortions, as statements of part of the truth but not the
whole of it, and as statements of matters not in the
record, matters stricken from the record, and therefore
we say no safe guide as to the contents in the record before the Commission.
Now, our friends finally refer to two matters, a statement made by Pierson in December 1948 and testimony
by Pearce, the Deputy Commissioner of Corporations of
California, testimony given in these various proceedings.
It must be obvious that those matters were not before
Haskins & Sells and could not have been before them,
for their work was performed in 1947, whereas these matters occurred in 1948.
As to Pearce, it is perfectly plain from reading his
testimony that when he testified, he was under the impression that the applications for the two permits mentioned
specifically promotion services. Of course it is plain
from a reading of the applications that they did not, but
referred to stock in exchange for the assignment of the
patent license agreement which they were praying the
authority of the California Commissioner to issue.
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To sum up on this point, Haskins & Sells concluded
on the evidence available to them that the 187,000 shares
of stock of California corporation, with par value of
$935,000, had been issued in consideration of the patent
license agreement. F o r that conclusion they had evidence of an accounting character of the most conclusive
character, the official permits of the California Commissioner making reference to the authority to issue the
shares for the patent license agreement, and not a mention in those permits of any promotion service. They had
the books and records of the California corporation, the
audits of those books and records by reputable accountants
of an independent firm, making the same statements, and
they had the opinion of the lawyers in the case, reputable
and eminent lawyers, making the statement in their draft
narrative of the registration statement, that that was the
consideration for the issuance of those shares of the California corporation.
We say, too, that there is no substantial evidence of
any sort that was before Haskins & Sells or would have
been before them in the exercise of due care that contradicted to the slightest degree the conclusion they formed
and were obliged to form from the evidence before them
of a weighty character. We submit that that conclusion
was clearly correct, clearly proper, and the only conclusion
they could come to, and that quite irrespective of whether
or not the shares in the minds of the people themselves
might have been issued in part for promotion services,
on the record, on the facts and the papers examined and
available to be examined by Haskins & Sells, and which
should have been examined by them in due course of performance of their duty, they could come only to the conclusion that they did come to.
By the way, before leaving this first issue, I should make
clear, and I have no doubt my friend will if I do not, that
while I directed attention to the California balance sheet,
the same point arises on the Delaware balance sheet which
I think is on page 3, the fourth item in the asset column,
"Patents and Patent Applications.'' Because if there were
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an error in describing the $935,000 in the California balance sheet as a license agreement, that was carried over
into the patents and patent applications, $2,014,000, so that
the point that I have been discussing not only concerns
specifically the balance sheet of the California corporation
under the caption "License Agreement" but also concerns
the balance sheet of the Delaware corporation under the
caption "Patents and Patent Applications." Of course,
on the companies all being acquired by the Delaware company, the patents and the patent license agreement become
one.
Commissioner Rowen: Before you leave that point,
Judge Patterson, is there any significance to the use of the
words "partial consideration" as I find it in the quotation?
Mr. Patterson: That is a very natural question and I
would say not on this issue but it has its importance. I
am not familiar with that practice in California, as I have
never practiced there, but it seems that in California, in
a case of this sort, it is usual for a corporation to ask for
authority to issue shares as partial consideration for an
intangible asset, with the right, reserving the right, to go
back again to the California Commissioner and ask for leave
to issue further securities as further partial consideration.
The permit of the California Commissioner reads that way
and makes the point, I think, plain. He says, as partial
consideration, no more to be issued without his approval.
As a matter of fact, the second permit here, the one
covering the issuance of the additional 137,000 shares also
contains that same reservation, "No more to be issued
without further authority."
Chairman McDonald: Of course, that 137,000 originally
for consideration was sold to the public.
Mr. Patterson: The identical amount, 137,000 sold,
137,000 additional shares issued. They have the practice
there of—they followed it in this case—50,000 shares to be
sold to the public, 50,000 to be issued for consideration
of the license agreement, no more to be issued without
further authority, and they say, therefore, it is as partial
consideration instead of full consideration, so that more
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may be issued if the California Commissioner thinks it
right and fair to issue more later on.
It is a strange practice to me. I do not mean to say
that things that are not familiar to me are not right, by
any manner of means, but all I mean to say is that I have
never practiced law or lived in California. That seems to
be a perfectly familiar thing in California.
II
The second issue, and treated as second in our brief,
too, concerns that item on the Delaware balance sheet
bearing the caption "Patents and Patent Application.'' We
examined it just a moment ago. The issue concerns the
amount carried as patents and patent applications in other
ways.
The argument in the Office Brief in this case has two
branches. I will try not to deal at inordinate length about
the two branches, but they are these. The first branch of
the argument is that the carrying amount of this account
" P a t e n t s and Patent Application" in the balance sheet of
the Delaware corporation should have been at predecessors'
cost, simply at cost to the predecessor interests and no more.
The second branch of the argument is that in any event,
for reasons that will appear in a moment, the sum of
$698,000 should have been deducted from that account because of what is referred to by our friends as the donation
transaction.
We submit that on the accounting evidence, the treatment given to this account, the Delaware balance sheet, by
Haskins & Sells, was proper and appropriate throughout
and that there was no impropriety on the evidence available
to them in treating the item as they did treat it.
I will deal first with the first branch of the argument,
the argument that the amount should have been stated
simply at cost to the predecessors. Haskins & Sells in this
figure took the valuation set and established by the Board
of Directors of the Delaware company when they authorized
the issuance of the stock in consideration for the acquisition of the assets of the predecessor companies. We say
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that the transaction involved important aspects and important elements, important factors of arm's length dealings reflecting negotiations between independent parties.
The Commission will note that there is no question here
of nondisclosure or misleading in the language of this
account, " P a t e n t s and Patent Applications." I t is expressly stated here that the figure is greater than the
amounts of those assets on the books of the predecessor
interests because the account says, "representing the
amounts of such assets as carried on the books of predecessor interests plus the excess of the stated value of common
stock issued therefor over the net assets acquired as shown
by the books of such predecessor interests." I t makes reference to Note 2, which is a very full note giving the details
and showing the degree to which the carrying amount
exceeds the cost on the books of the predecessor companies
by reason of the valuation placed by the Board of Directors
of the Delaware company upon those assets.
At this point we get into a discussion of the principles
which must be followed, should be followed, in placing a
carrying value on stock issued under these conditions or
conditions similar to these conditions. We take it that two
principles will be clearly recognized as sound in accounting,
sound in business, and sound in law. The first is that accountants deal with costs and not with values. They are
not appraisers or experts in valuation matters. They deal
with costs. Commissioner Healey expressed it in an article
some years ago. I t is quoted on page 71 of our brief. He
said:
" I think the purpose of accounting is to account,
not to present principles of value * * * . "
And a little later
"* * * Accounting to me means the making of a historical record of financial events. Valuation is a very
different m a t t e r . "
And a second principle, that where the cost of property
is attempted to be determined by the par value of stock
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issued for it at valuation or figures arbitrarily arrived at
by Boards of Directors, the amount can not be accepted as
reflecting either cost or value. On the other hand, the
par value of stock may be taken as cost when it is not
arbitrarily arrived at, where it is the result of arm's length
transactions or is justified on some rational basis, not
arbitrary.
Those principles have been laid down in prior opinions
by the Commission, particularly in the Brandywine case in
1935 and the Bond case in 1939. I will not take up the
time, however, to make reference to those matters.
We submit that there were important and substantial
evidences of arm's length dealings in the Delaware corporation acquiring predecessor interests. A good deal of
space in both briefs is devoted to a discussion of that topic—
it has that importance.
On control, there is no doubt of the fact that Thomas
was in full control by stock ownership at that time of the
Delaware company at the outset, because no other stock
had been issued except to him at first. In the predecessor
companies there is no doubt of the fact that Thomas had
stock voting control of the Nevada company. He had some
70-odd per cent of the stock. At the same time there was
an alert, vigilant and combative minority, as is quite clearly
reflected in the litigation that had taken place regarding
the affairs of the Nevada company.
In the partnership, called the Scientific Development
Company, Thomas had a 60 per cent interest, so far as
actual beneficial interest is concerned, and six others had
a minority interest of 40 per cent for which they had put
up $50,000.
So far as the California company is concerned, Thomas
had no voting control. P a r t of this stock was in a voting
trust. He was not one of the trustees. It reduced the stock
interest that was under his control to some 22 per cent.
The 50 per cent, of course, was owned by the 2,000 cash
subscribers to the stock. Another important interest was
owned by Street, who was in no way working with Thomas
at this time. You will recall that Street's stock in escrow
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did not go into the Delaware company but was held
independently.
If we judge the transaction from its effects, judge it
from the consideration that was paid to acquire in behalf
of the Delaware company the interests of the predecessor
companies, it is perfectly plain that those transactions reflected the effect of arm's-length transactions.
Thomas received less than one-eighth of the stock of
the Delaware company for his predecessor interests. The
rest went to people who were not under his domination or
control.
We have a chart that illustrates the issuance of consideration by the Delaware company to acquire these
predecessor interests. If the Commission pleases, that
chart shows the arm's-length situation in consideration
paid in Delaware stock to the predecessor interests. I t is
drawn to scale as nearly as we can. That first column shows
the consideration issued in Delaware stock for the California corporation assets. That is about three-fourths of
the whole. It amounted to $1,870,000 in Delaware stock.
The second column shows the consideration issued for
the Nevada corporation assets, $355,000 in p a r value of
stock of the Delaware company.
The third column shows the consideration issued for
acquiring the assets of the Scientific Development Company, the limited partnership, $247,000 in par value stock
of the Delaware company.
In the very narrow column at the right is the television
matter, $30,000 in par value stock of the Delaware corporation.
Now, the blocks in blue show the amounts going to people
who were completely independent of Thomas.
The blocks in red show the stock issued to Thomas, the
block for his shares in the Nevada corporation, the block
for his 60 per cent interest (although not in consideration
received) in the Scientific Development Company, and of
course the whole of the $30,000 consideration which is shown
in red for the television process.
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Now, we had to make the bottom part of the block in
the California corporation column in strips of blue and
white. The reason for this is this, as we will develop
in just a moment. If it should have been decided and
ordered by the California Commissioner that the stock held
in escrow should be distributed to the cash subscribers to
stock in the California corporation, then the whole of it
would be blue; but it was doubtful what he would do at the
time. And if he should decide up and down the line that
eventually that stock should be reacquired by the Delaware
Company, then that would be altogether white and out of the
picture altogether, because it would be stock that would no
longer be outstanding.
This block in here, 237,000 in escrow, is the stock that
if the California corporation were dissolved and the shares
of stock in its treasury of the Delaware company would
be distributed among the stockholders, if the California
Commissioner said 0 . K., would be Street's stock. Street
never turned his in or made it subject to any agreement
with the Delaware company.
I want to make a comment on this little block in the
Nevada corporation column. Nine per cent interest in
stock of the Nevada corporation was acquired by the Delaware company from Haverlin, Street, Southcott, and Nigh
around May 20 (I think in the case of three of them it was
May 20 and in the case of one it was May 23, but around
May 20). If it be contended that they were subordinate
to Thomas and if it should be found to be the case, then
that block, that small one there, representing $45,000 in
par value, would be red instead of blue; but as to the stock
issued to the cash stockholders of the California corporation, $935,000, from our point of view there can be no doubt,
no question of the fact, of that being an arm's length transaction. Thomas had utterly no object in puffing up the
amount of stock to go to those stockholders. The same as
to the minority interest in the Nevada corporation, William
J . Bryan, Jr., and Arensberg, and a whole lot of other
people acquired for $93,112, and the same as to the minor-
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ity interests of 40 per cent acquired from those people in
the Scientific Development Company.
(Adjournment for Lunch.)
Mr. Patterson: May it please the Commission, in the
interest of brevity, I am not going to orally argue two
points, but will solicit the attention of the Chairman and
members of the Commission to the discussion of those in
the Respondents' Briefs. I do not regard them as the major
issues in the case. Conceivably, I may be wrong on that, but
they are adequately treated in any event in our briefs. And
having transgressed this morning in point of time, I would
prefer under the conditions not to orally argue them.
They have to do with the point of the criticisms of nondisclosure in footnote material in, I think, some three
features, and with the criticism that the respondents did not
make a sufficient investigation of their client, Richard
Thomas.
We had come to what I refer to as the first branch of
the criticism with regard to the amount carried in the
Patent and Patent Applications Account in the balance
sheet of the Delaware corporation. I have given the reasons, with the aid of the chart, why it appeared to us that
there were important elements of arm's length transactions
in the taking over of the assets of the predecessor corporation by the Delaware corporation.
As I see it, this particular criticism at one time was
conceded by members of the staff of the Commission to be
unfounded.
Could I have that next chart, please, Mr. Feller ?
This is in addition to what I have already said on the
elements of arm's length. In the course of the proceedings
with regard to the Thomascolor, Inc., registration statement, there came a time in the discussions between the
Corporation Finance Division and the lawyers for the
Thomascolor company when the treatment of this very
account, Patents and Patent Applications, was uppermost
in the discussion. The facts about that are well set out in
the Office Main Brief at pages 73 to 75.

Thomas'
72% Interest
Acquired for
$217,000

Thomas'
60% Interest
Acquired for
$47,000

Minority
Interest of
40%
Acquired for
$200,000

Total consideration in par and stated value of stocks issued for the above assets__$2,502,112
Shares issued for cash to Thomas
1,000
Total per Balance Sheet.._.$2,503,112

$698,000 IN ESCROW (37.3%)
Shares of California Corporation with par value of $698,000 held in
escrow under the control of the California Commissioner for the benefit
of the cash stockholders, which shares have been assigned in escrow
by Thomas, Southcott and Nigh to Delaware for a nominal consideration,
subject to consent of the California Commissioner

$237,000 IN ESCROW (12.7%)
Shares of California Corporation with par value of $237,000
owned by Street and held in escrow under the control of the
California Commissioner for the benefit of the cash stockholders

A 9% Interest
Acquired from
4 Individuals
for $45,000

The Remaining
19%
Minority Interest
Acquired for
$93,112

Scientific
$247,000

INTERESTS

Nevada
$355,112

TO PREDECESSOR

SITUATION

STOCK

$935,000 (50%)

DELAWARE

California
$1,870,000

IN

CASH STOCKHOLDERS

PAID

THE ARM'S-LENGTH

CONSIDERATION

$30,000
Application
Thomas -Television

McCLARE'S

CONCESSIONS

McCLARE
DIVIDED THIS ITEM
$1,356,393.27 INTO:

McCLARE'S
TREATMENT

$2,014,941.03

REGISTRANT PATENTS AND
PATENT APPLICATIONS ACCOUNT

$ 658,393.27

$ 658,547.76

Items which he conceded not as
"Patents and Patent Applications"but as "Other Intangibles"

$ 698,000.00

Total amount-$658,547.76 conceded by McClare as
Patents and Patent Applications in Balance Sheet of
Registrant prepared by Pierson (CX 79)

Total as certified
by Respondents

(SEE OFFICE BRIEF, PAGE 164, RESPONDENTS REPLY BRIEF, PAGE 70.ff. AND CX 79)

COMPOSITION OF REGISTRANT'S PATENTS AND PATENT APPLICATIONS ACCOUNT
SHOWING AMOUNTS CONCEDED BY McCLARE AS PROPER FOR INCLUSION IN THE ASSETS

SOURCE

.$1,356,393.27

INTANGIBLE ASSETS OF
PREDECESSOR INTERESTS
Net Book Values of
(CX 135)
Patents and Patent Applications
$173,710.66
Scientific Development Co
27,574.51 $201,285.17
The Nevada Corporation
Excess of Consideration Over Book Values
Scientific Development Co
$104,142.81
The Nevada Corporation
323,119.78 427,262.59
Thomas' Television Application
..30,000.00
TOTAL- $658,547.76
ENTERPRISES
(THE CALIFORNIA CORPORATION)

Intangible Assets Acquired
License Agreement
$ 935,000.00
Expenditures relating thereto 421,393.27
$1,356393.27

The so-called Donated Stock"
which he erroneously deducted
from the Asset Account and
from Capital Stock

ASSETS
Cash
$ 69,456.83
Inventories
137,389.81
Plant and Equipment and Reserves for Depreciation
of Plant and Equipment
308,040.59
Patents and Patent Applications (cost to insiders
and company cost from
outsiders) 1
658,547.76
Other Intangibles:
Excess of par or stated value over tangible assets
acquired and deferred items transferred from
books of predecessors:
Cash retained for R i c h a r d
Thomas Enterprises,
Inc. 2
$ 3,000.00
Richard Thomas Enterprises,
Inc. — promotion stock to
E. C.
Street 3
237,000.00
Total
$240,000.00
Expenses incurred by R i c h a r d
Thomas Enterprises, Inc.:
Stock issue expense — commission on issue of stock of Rich-4
ard Thomas Enterprises, Inc.
186,991.00
Undistributed Expenses of Richard Thomas Enterprises,
Inc.:
5
Depreciation
Royalties 6 7
Advertising
Promotional work 8
215,748.67
Organization Expenses of Rich-9
ard Thomas Enterprises, Inc.
15,652.60
658,392.27
Deferred Charges:
Supplies of film
$ 9,269.49
Prepaid insurance, rent, taxes, etc.
12,485.65
21,755.14
Total
$1,853,583.40
Footnotes:
1 to 9 incl. describe origin, character and amortization of items.

(This is a p r i n t e d copy
LIABILITIES

406,887.76

3,048.27

45,422.89

$1,853,583.40

10,000.00 1,805,112.24

$

10—Explains deal with Thomas Southcott & Nigh with explanation of disposition in event Cal. Comm. disapproves.

Total

Common stock class B—Authorized, issued
and outstanding 10,000 shares of no par
value

$1,795,112.24

Outstanding 498,622 22/49 shares
$2,493,112.24
Less contingent equity interest (undivided) in stock of company held by
R.T.E. pursuant to contract with
R.T., Southcott & Nigh and subject to
approval of California Corporation
Commission (Note 10)
__
698,000.00

Less held in treasury—
81,377 27/49 shares

Capital Stock:
Common stock class A—Authorized 4,000,000 shares of
$5.00 par value each entitled
in liquidation to $10.00 per
share:
Issued—580,000 shares
$2,900,000.00

Accrued Expenses

Accounts Payable

h a n d w r i t t e n E x h i b i t CX 79.)
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Mr. Pierson, the lawyer of Pierson & Ball, called to see
Mr. McClare, the Assistant Chief Accountant at that time
for the Corporation Finance Division, and Mr. McClare
said he would have no objection if on Patents and Patent
Applications the figure were carried at $658,000 plus.
Chairman McDonald: That is what that figure is,
$658,000?
Mr. Patterson: Yes, sir. We will have it in more legible
form in just a minute.
As the narrative continues in the Office Brief, and it is
accurate, Mr. McClare drew up some figures on the top of
a yellow page and Mr. Pierson put some figures in at the
bottom of the same page. That was put in evidence by
Mr. Cohen as CX 78.
From that yellow page, Mr. Pierson, either in his own
writing or in someone else's writing at his direction, drew
up this rough balance sheet where the Patents and Patent
Applications appears in the item there carried at $658,000.
The Staff put in another exhibit in this proceeding showing the breakdown of that $658,000 figure. It is broken
down to show that it relates to the book values of Patents
and Patent Applications on the Nevada books and on the
books of the Scientific Development Company,—not the
California,—plus the excess amounts paid to outsiders, the
minority interest in those companies over and above the
book value.
As illustrated by this chart—this is related to that just
before—it is a composition of the registrant's patents and
patent applications account showing the amounts conceded
or not objected to by Mr. McClare as proper for inclusion
in the assets of the Delaware corporation.
Here is the source. Net book values of Patents and
Patent Applications on the Scientific Development Company and the Nevada company, adding them, $201,000.
Excess of consideration, according to the valuations of
the Board of Directors of the Delaware corporation, on
what was paid outsiders, the minority interests in connection with the acquisition of the assets of those two companies. That comes to $427,000.
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If you add the $30,000 that comes in from that television
application, the total is $658,000.
Now, here is the California corporation in green. There
is $935,000. That is the item we have been discussing under
the license agreement account in the California corporation; expenditures relating thereto of $421,000, or a total
of $1,356,000. I am rounding out the figures.
Now here is the treatment as reflected in this preceding
chart. Total amount, same as that block, to be in the
Patents and Patent Applications account of the Delaware
Corporation, $658,000. This was broken down. I t came to
$1,356,000. Mr. McClare subtracted the $698,000 item,
which I will discuss in just a moment, and the remainder,
$658,000, is not the same as this. It happens to come out in
the same thousand dollar columns, that is, the remainder
after subtracting this from this; and he was willing to have
that shown as an asset, not as patents and patent applications but as "Other Intangibles."
It seems perfectly plain to us that that disposes of the
branch of this case having to do with arm's length, having
to do with the fact that the valuation by the Board of Directors of the Delaware corporation placed upon the assets of
the predecessor companies in excess of the book values as
carried on the books of the predecessor companies was not
objectionable.
Chairman McDonald: When you say in excess
Mr. Patterson: They were the amounts that they had to
pay for these minority interests over and above.
Chairman McDonald: But they were taken in in the
exact amounts, were they n o t !
Mr. Patterson: Yes, sir, and they are what is called
in the caption of this account, " Patents and Patent Applications," in parenthesis "representing the amounts of such
assets as carried on the books of the predecessor interests
plus the excess of the stated value of common stock issued
therefor over the net assets acquired as shown by the books
of the predecessor interests."
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Now I come to the second branch. That has to do with
that item of $698,000. That is a separate item. It came
about this way:
The Commission will recall that the Delaware corporation issued 374,000 shares of its stock $5 par value, or
$1,870,000 par value stock, for the assets of the California corporation. The number of shares corresponded
with the number of shares outstanding of California corporation stock. The California corporation held those
shares in its treasury.
Weeks later, the Delaware corporation made an agreement with Thomas, Southcott, and Nigh, subject to the
approval of the California Commissioner, to acquire their
139,600 shares, par value $698,000, for $3.
The plan was this: eventually it was hoped that the
Delaware corporation would reacquire of the 374,000 shares
issued to the California corporation, 139,600 shares if the
California Commissioner would approve the transfer of
those California shares held in escrow subject to his order,
the transfer of them to the Delaware corporation out of the
names of Thomas, Southcott, and Nigh into the name of
the Delaware corporation; and if the California Corporation could then be dissolved, he would approve of the substitution of Delaware shares in place of those California
shares in escrow; and if he would approve of the reacquisition by the Delaware corporation of those 139,600 shares of
its own stock.
But at the time Haskins & Sells certified the balance
sheet of the Delaware corporation and the balance sheets of
the other corporations as well, not a single step in consummation of that plan had been taken, and Mr. Stewart
was advised by Mr. Wickersham the lawyer, that the
consummation of that plan, in the words of Mr. Wickersham, was remote.
So, in the balance sheet, Mr. Stewart gave effect, as
he had to do, to the fact that the 374,000 shares of Delaware stock issued and held by the California corporation
were outstanding stock and that they were issued to acquire
the assets of the California corporation.
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Now, the criticism is made that that transaction, whereby
the 139,600 shares of escrowed stock, subject to the approval
of the California Commissioner, were to be transferred to
the Delaware corporation for $3, was what was called
in the brief of the other side " a donation" and that $698,000
should have been subtracted from the carrying amount
of the Patents and Patent Applications account, similarly
subtracted on the liability or stock account side of the
balance sheet from the stock outstanding.
Reference is made in criticism of the treatment given
by Haskins & Sells to the Unity Gold case, a decision of
the Commission in 1934. However, that case was a very
simple case of a consummated donation.
We quite recognize the principle, and Mr. Stewart was
aware of it at the time, that if a company issues stocks for
assets to promoters and then they donate back to it
gratis, free, a consummated transaction of the same shares
gotten by them, which was right within their power to do
and to achieve, those shares should not be reflected at all.
The net transaction is that the assets were acquired in
substance for only the remainder of the stock outstanding
and not for the shares that are donated back.
But in this case it was a far more complicated transaction than that donation. It was subject to the approval
of the California Commissioner, but not of Delaware stock';
it was a donation of escrowed California stock, not the
stock at all that had been issued by the Delaware corporation to acquire the assets.
May I have the next chart? This is the last of the
charts. On this we endeavored to show, may it please
the Commission, the steps that would have to be taken
before the hoped for reacquisition of part of the Delaware
shares that were in the treasury of the California corporation could be reacquired by Delaware.
Down at the lower left-hand corner, the first step was
that the California Commissioner pursuant to the terms
of the escrow was required or had to give his approval to
the transfer of stock of the California corporation held
in escrow from the names of Thomas, Nigh, and Southcott

1. TRANSFER OF STOCK IN ESCROW
into t h e n a m e of t h e Delaware c o r p o r a t i o n r e q u i r e d
t h e consent of t h e California Commissioner

2. DISSOLUTION OF CALIFORNIA CORPORATION
r e q u i r e d t h e vote of a m a j o r i t y of t h e stockholders
a n d m i g h t b e t h r o w n i n t o c o u r t b y a m i n o r i t y of
5 % or m o r e

3. SUBSTITUTION OF DELAWARE STOCK FOR THE
CALIFORNIA STOCK IN THE ESCROW
r e q u i r e d t h e consent of t h e California
Commissioner

4. ULTIMATE RELEASE OF DELAWARE STOCK FROM
ESCROW
r e q u i r e d t h e consent of t h e California
Commissioner w h o m i g h t
(a) release t h e escrow only o n condition t h a t t h e
D e l a w a r e stock b e d i s t r i b u t e d to t h e cash
stockholders in whole or i n p a r t
or
( b ) c o n t i n u e to h o l d t h e D e l a w a r e stock in escrow
or
(c) release t h e escrowed stock to t h e Delaware
corporation

OBSTACLES THAT HAVE TO BE SURMOUNTED BEFORE DELAWARE CAN
REACQUIRE THE 139,600 SHARES OF $5. PAR VALUE OF ITS OWN CLASS "A" STOCK
(TOTAL PAR VALUE $698,000)
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to the name of the Delaware corporation. He might have
done that. He had not done it.
The second step, dissolution of the California corporation requiring the vote of a majority of the stockholders
and which might be thrown into court by a minority of 5
per cent or more.
(May I divert just a minute? That recalls to my mind
that I made an error in a statement I made this morning.
I said that Thomas was not a voting trustee of the shares
held in the California corporation. He was a voting trustee.
He was one of three. Street and his friend Volz were the
other two voting trustees, and they were not, so far as the
records shows, at that time on friendly terms with Thomas.
However, that is the end of the detour.)
Step 3 required the substitution of the Delaware stock
for the California stock in the escrow and clearly required
the consent of the California Commissioner.
Step 4 required the ultimate release of the Delaware
stock from escrow. That also required the consent of the
California Commissioner. And that was not a pure routine
matter. The Commission will recall that the escrow was
imposed for the protection of the 2,000 cash stockholders
of the California corporation and was intended to give
them priority in dividends and also in liquidation over and
above the escrowed shares that went in return for the
license agreement of Thomas, Street, Southcott and Nigh.
I do not know, and no one can say, but what the California Commissioner might well have ruled that the Delaware shares, by that time, placed up there in escrow in
substitution for California shares, might have been distributed to their California stockholders in order to protect them over and above anything to be held for Thomas
and associates or anything to be held for the Delaware
corporation.
The chart shows three things that might have happened.
One was to release the escrow on condition that the Delaware stock be distributed to the cash stockholders of the
California corporation in whole or in part. Or the Commissioner might have decided to continue to hold the
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Delaware stock in escrow. Or finally, and of course this
is what was hoped, release the escrowed stock to the
Delaware corporation.
In any event, it is, as we see it, manifest that no one
could say, Haskins & Sells could not say, that the 139,600
shares of par value of $698,000 would surely find its way
back into the treasury of the Delaware corporation and
so could be treated as not outstanding at all and not
reflected in any fashion on either side of the Delaware
balance sheet. He could not do it unless he was going
to give accounting effect to intentions, unfulfilled, dubious
intentions, and that was no p a r t of his work.
III
We have urged the reasons why the treatment in the
balance sheets of the California corporation and of the
Delaware corporation, the treatment given by Haskins &
Sells in their work as accountants, was proper and correct
on the basis of the items of accounting evidence available,
or that should, by use of due care, have been available to
them, in the scope of their work.
We are convinced that they had no choice on the
papers before them to give the transactions any other
interpretation.
But if we are wrong, if we are wrong, and if the Commission does not agree with us on one or more of these
features of the matter that we have argued, we submit
with complete confidence that there was nothing '' unethical
or i m p r o p e r " in their professional conduct that should
result in disciplinary measures against them under Rule
II(e) of the Commission's Rules of Practice.
At the most, the differences of opinion lay in the field
of judgment, lay in the application of the settled principles
and procedures familiar to accountants to these particular
facts in this case. At the most it would be, on their part,
a case of mistaken judgment or of erroneous conclusions.
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The differences that have been argued, the differences
that are taken up by discussion in the briefs, are differences
in the field of judgment.
We particularly solicit attention, first, to the fact that
this case presented very unusual, not to say unique, situations on whether the $935,000 account should have been
captioned "License Agreement" as it was, or should have
been captioned "Promotion Services," which is the criticism. On that, the accountants had two official permits of
the California Commissioner labeling and tagging the shares
of stock involved as shares issued in exchange for a license
agreement, a powerful item of evidence, in our opinion, an
item of evidence not dealt with, so far as we can find, in
any previous case from the accounting viewpoint.
Take this item we have just discussed, the so-called
donation of the stock with par value of $698,000 in escrowed
California shares. That, again, stems from that same
action by the California Commissioner in issuing the two
permits because it was in those two permits that these
escrowed provisions were imposed upon the shares.
We know of no case that has involved the so-called
donation of shares of stock, not of the issuing corporation
but of a predecessor corporation under those particular
conditions, none at all.
In the second place, to show the entire good faith of
the Respondents, the case does not involve non-disclosure
in any substantial degree. In carrying that amount of
$2,000,000-odd as patents and patent applications, it was
made obvious in the caption itself and in the notes that
that was not the book value of those same items on the
predecessor companies, because it said " p l u s the excess par
value.''
In the third place, three independent experts testified
before the Hearing Examiner, testified under oath, and
vouched for the conduct of the respondents in the points
under criticism and supported the position taken by Haskins & Sells on each one of these items.
Who were those men? They stood in the front ranks
of the accounting profession of the country. The first one
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was Edward B. Wilcox of the firm of Edward Gore & Company of Chicago, ex-president of the American Institute
of Accountants, ex-president of the Illinois State Society
of Certified Public Accountants, and preeminent in the
profession.
The second was Samuel J. Broad of Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Company, of New York, also ex-president of the
American Institute of Accountants, holding posts of high
responsibility in accounting associations, respected and
revered throughout the profession.
The third one was Jacob Seidman, of the firm of Seidman
and Seidman, New York.
I know Mr. Wilcox and Mr. Broad only by reputation,
but it happens that I personally know Mr. Seidman. He
was a Captain in the Navy during the war. I had several
contacts with him. It was to his great credit that one of
the most skillfully concealed cases of fraud on the Government by a contractor was unearthed and dug out by Mr.
Seidman, the case of the Triumph Explosives Company.
I formed, out of that case and out of other contacts with
him, a very high regard for him. He also has held positions
of prominence in associations of accountants.
The complete competence and integrity of those witnesses are beyond challenge. They testified under oath
and they are men who, in the words of Oliver Cromwell,
''make some conscience of what they d o . " I t is unthinkable
that they would risk their professional reputations to give
untrue testimony under oath.
We have noted the criticism of that testimony by the
other side in the briefs. We submit that a complete reading
of that testimony as it appears in the record will satisfy
the Commission as to their good faith, their ability, their
understanding, their complete grasp of the accounting principles and procedures in the case. And we urge, long as that
record is, that at least that part of it, the part containing
the examination and cross-examination of those three independent experts, be examined. I t was uncontradicted
testimony. No one took the witness stand to contradict it.
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We submit that their testimony is proof of the highest
significance, bearing upon whether the conduct of Haskins
& Sells and of Andrew Stewart in the case under discussion
was unethical or improper professional conduct. We submit that at the very most the case is one of mistaken
judgment, if the Commission should be of the view that
everything we have said on these other points is not sound.
Now, I read Rule II(e) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice as it stands in the brief of our friends. The
significant p a r t is "unethical or improper professional
conduct.'' That Rule plainly was meant to deal with cases
of wilful disregard of duty, of conscious failure on the
part of accountants, of undebatable culpability. The cases
in which the Commission has applied the Rule plainly
show that. They are cases where the accountant had an
unrevealed interest in the very securities covered in the
registration statement, thereby lacking independence, the
independence that ought to be present; or they are cases
where an accountant has certified and said he has examined
the books, where he had not made any pretense of examining
the books, a clear case of moral dereliction; or they are
cases where the accountant has certified to the securities
on hand where he has not even gone through the motions of
counting them, also a clear case of false representation.
We called attention—we noted it in our brief—to an
article by Mr. Werntz;, a former Chief Accountant, in discussing the cases, where he says, and this is on page 154 of
our main brief:
' ' Each of the cases involved a wilful disregard both
of Commission rules and proper standards of professional conduct."
How far removed that is from the case we have here!
When all is said and done, when the tumult and the
shouting has died down, the good reputation of Haskins
& Sells and of Andrew Stewart, their character, their
integrity, have not been impugned by anything in this
record. They have had a long and well deserved reputation
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in their field for adherence to the fine standards of the profession. They did not abandon those standards in the
Thomascolor case. They performed their duty in a conscientious, scrupulous manner. Right or wrong, they did
their best and there is no moral taint on them. And we are
confident that the Commission will find that the proceedings
should be dismissed, that there is no cause in this case, in
fairness, justice and equity, for the application of disciplinary measures or of disbarment or disqualification to any
extent and for any period.
And may I express to the Commission, Mr. Chairman
and Members, my appreciation for the patience, consideration, and courtesy with which you have listened to what I
have had to say.

